
1:1 - Architects building Small Spaces - at the Victoria & Albert Museum, 
London, summer 2010 – Originally written for Arkitektur N (the Norwegian 
Architecture Review) 

If the name - the Victoria and Albert museum - makes the echoes of empire hard 
to avoid, in recent years the handsome, ornamental, neo-gothic facades 
bespeak Britain's Victorian age glory-days, - like much of the museum sector - 
the V &A (as it is called) has undergone an image and presentational overhaul.  

In the V & A's case, aligning the museum with popular taste and fashion, has 
included reframing many aspects and collections relating to Britain's former 
colonial past. With empire long-gone and the late twentieth century museology 
having to adopt to both a post colonial and Globalised context, the V & A has 
been partially and gradually re-inventing itself into a world culture museum.  

The current 1.1: Architects build small spaces exhibition, comprising seven 
structures which can be found in different parts of the museum, fits in well with 
these requirements. While European architects are well represented, the 
narrative thread of embodied respect for the tactile physical world underlining the 
entire exhibition is woven into the wider Global architectural firmament. The 
exhibiting architects are international, coming from Japan, India, the Nordic world 
and both American continents, though none from Africa. This globalised set of 
practitioners was taken from a longer list of 20 architects, who were invited to 
submit designs exploring scale and intimacy, particularly in relation in the realm 
of refuge. The resulting designs, including a further troupe of Nordic practices, 
(Tromso's 70 degrees North, Stockholm's Tham & Videgard, and Helsinki's C-
Lab architects,) along with Austria's Anna Heringer, Australian Sean Godsell, and 
Bernard Khoury from Lebanon - amongst others  - are shown within the newly re-
launched architectural wing. As part of the thematic undercurrent many of the 
architects had developed designs which, rhetorically at least, entreated the 
audience to attempt a more than passing, tacit, and sensual engaging with the 
pieces. Yet within a museum context, where the mix of sheer visitor numbers, 
regulations, and an assumption that really, these are pieces to be looked at, 
rather than part of a genuine fully-bodied experience, inhibited Small Spaces 
from moving beyond spectacle.   

Of the two Norwegian architects, both are from the current young generation, 
who have contributed significantly to the country's new-found reputation as a 



'happening' European architectural country. For many visitors, Helen & Hard's 
(HHA) contribution has been a highlight. Situated in the V & A's inner courtyard, 
at the edge of a pond, Ratatosk, is a beguiling windswept tree trunk and branch 
bower assemblage, with several ash trees uprooted, cut up and reworked into a 
Norse myth related sculptural design. The chosen ash trees were then modeled, 
re-creating the various tree trunks forms in virtual CAD CAM space, before a test 
design was constructed with the trunks in Stavanger. Despite various setbacks 
due to the harsh 2009 winter, the trunk sculpture was dismantled and 
reconstructed at the museum. Odin's world tree serves as mythological 
reference, with a quote from the Norse myths carved into the inner heartwood. 
Although the elemental character of Norway's Atlantic coast is reflected in HHA's 
woody sculpture, one can't help feeling that Reinhard Knopf's words of how the 
piece aimed at reminding audiences of childhood, releasing our inner child to 
play, climb and romp, rings hollow within the venerable British museum context, 
where there’s little chance of either climbing or playing. This, for me, was the first 
of several moments where the gap between the claims made by both architects 
and museum had chosen to support the message, (video’s, catalogue, posters, 
etc), felt out of kilter with what was actually being presented. Despite Knopf’s 
friendly exhortations that the piece was about and for play, I couldn’t help wonder 
what would happen to anyone daring to follow HHA's usage prescription. Surely 
they would be promptly pulled from the structure and given a dressing down by 
the V& A security, not to say possible ejection from the museum. And surely too, 
HHA would have known that this was the deal in a major international institute 
with the usual litigation-phobic health and safety regs, climbing over gnarled tree 
trunks wasn’t going to happen. That both architects and museum seemed 
relaxed about using this as part of the video, catalogue and pr, presentation 
lodged in the mind, part of the distance between the exhibition’s intellectual 
aspirations and its on the ground reality, while also undermining the narrative of 
authenticity which so much of Small Spaces inspiringly appealed to. 

HHA’s contribution was most vivid because of the injunctions to activate their 
piece. By contrast others were less so, since by interpreting the brief nesting 
dimension, they had chosen to emphasise reflection, meditation, ‘inwardness’, 
activities with less physical evidence of visible movement. The other Norwegian 
architect showing in the exhibition, Sami Rintala, Finnish by birth, though 
Norwegian by choice of home, went some way to linking the exhibition to the 



entire Nordic region. With practice partner Dagur Eggertsson, Rintala's design 
could hardly be further from HHA's organismic tree stand. Rintala-Eggertsson’s 
vertical library is a steepling tower; both homage to learning through the written 
word and a potential refuge which the silent world of books provide. Elegant, cool 
Nordic minimalism, the tower walls were lined with books; making it for some, 
closer to an elaborate shelving design in some respects, though looking 
genuinely commanding and quasi-monumental at the end of one of the V & A's 
interior corridors. On the accompanying video, Eggertsson professes that the 
bookish tower symbolises the museum's role as custodian of learning, while 
making an environmental connection between human species biology and the 
natural world - (though a cursory check suggested many came from 
neighbourhood second hand pulp fiction bookshops). As with other pieces, 
visitors were made fully aware of the short time limit that was permitted to ascend 
the tower, the original inspiration of a series of vertical reading spaces being 
subsumed to the needs of audience flow management.   

The northward slant is further complemented by the exhibition curator, Abraham 
Thomas', debt to ongoing Nordic architectural theory, not least Juhani 
Pallasmaa's phenomenological masterpiece The Eyes of the Skin; generously 
quoted in the catalogues short essay, together with Pallasmaa's Norwegian 
counterpart, the late Christian Norberg-Schulz. In the essay, much is made of the 
tacit, physical and sensual nature of the exhibition project's qualities; that the 
structures were actually built on site in the museum and that visitors should try 
and experience each through as many senses as possible, and not only 
the 'retinal' eye.  Pallasmaa in fact, has been critical to two Sustaining Identity 
symposia organised at the V & A in collaboration with both RIBA and Arups 
Associates in 2008 and 2009. At the latter, Pallasmaa returned to a current 
theme of his, that of a renewed 'architecture of resistance' in an age of 
hypermedia, globalisation and computer-brokered virtualisation. While a clear 
next step on from those symposia, the acceptance of packaging the sensual as 
primarily passive spectacle, turns Small Spaces invocation of the architecture of 
resistance into merely another media slogan. Surely critiques with the media at 
their heart must also be reflexive; that is, include the relation to the realm of 
presentation and 'show' of an exhibition, as much as the architecture itself.  

Criticism of how architect's and culture centres' promotional machines package 



and present work in exhibitions to the public, is not traditionally considered the 
province of architectural writing. And I feel a mite uncomfortable highlighting such 
thoughts in relation to this group of architects who I also respect and am inspired 
by. Among this new globalised generation, there is some of the more interesting 
international architecture around. Rintala and Studio Mumbai’s Bijoy Jain (who, 
incidentally, courteously refrains from the using Pallasmaa’s phrase, in favour of 
an architecture of co-existence), for instance, the former having last summer 
curated the Aalto Foundation's Edge: Paracentric Architecture conference last 
summer, while the latter is one of several contributors who were also at that 
conference. Jain has brought with him what is the most monumental of the seven 
pieces. Studio Mumbai's In Between Architecture, is an almost literal plaster-cast 
of the immediate slum dwelling and warehouses adjacent to Jain's studio. 
Pushing ones body along the narrowest labryrinth of corridors and into the tiniest 
of rooms, gives - to a European turn of mind - some idea of how life is lived by 
many in the early twenty first century, though again time-limited by its invigilation. 
At the same time its sheer earthbound-clayey mass felt both still and calming 
amidst other ornate parts of the museum's collection. With its corrugated roofs - 
corrugated metals constituting 80% of slums found materials - and desiccated, 
dead tree trunk, In-Between House invoked most thoroughly the presence of the 
phenomenological path. 

The other work which dwelt upon the issue of the dispossessed - surely the first 
thought conjured up by Pallasmaa's stern 'architecture of resistance' slogan - is 
the link to social issues implicit in the presence of the reconstituted post-
Mockbee Rural Studio near to the museum's foyer entrance. This structure - a 
simple if sharply angled and open ended woodshed, composed of healthy 
looking sanded thinnings on the interior, painted tar black on the outside - acted 
as an entry point for the visitor into the Alabama cult educational outfit's work 
amongst the poorest of that Southern US State. For myself, though, it felt out of 
place, all jazzed up in the grand and darkened surroundings of the V & A. 

Terunobu Fujimori’s stilted 'Beetle House' was otherworldliness made physical, 
evoking a Japanese style Lord of the Rings set-scene. Elementally beautiful, the 
pointedly non-modern charred miniature 'floating teahouse', stood complete with 
scaled chimney. Its interior room, intended for tea ceremonies and reflection, was 
simply decorated with charred twigs that echoed its black burnt exterior. Placed 



alongside two vast medieval relics: a spiraling staircase and a Church's ornate 
facade - it is easy to make the connection with the Medieval world's archetypal 
relation to craft and skill, as much as embodied experience - a point Fujimori 
emphasised in his video interview. Again however, the invitation made by 
Fujimori - where he hoped the tea-house would be used by visitors for tea and 
periods of reflection and meditation was nice but if considered seriously, palpably 
unrealistic. As a contrast, fellow countryman Sou Foujimori, had chosen a 
completely modern materials palette. And also housed in the new wing, 
Foujimori's distended transparent Inside-Out Tree, comprised Modernist plastic, 
the most abstracted and conventionally architectural piece. It wasn't surprising to 
find it placed at the entrance to the architecture rooms. 

Many architects would argue that promotional trade-offs are part of the quid pro 
quo for getting meaningful, and in their view, uncompromised, architecture into 
the public arena. Curators often raise questions of how to involve general 
audiences. Yes, it is usually a balancing act. Still, consider this. I’d suggest, how 
architects, curators – and writers, like myself – also include the presentational 
aspects of communication, be it media, exhibition, etc – is as crucial part of any 
real relation to the world, as the architecture itself. It gets particularly tricky if a 
projects subject implicitly addresses authenticity, media and the realm of image. 
For architecture to move on from the particularly tricky implications of 
authenticity, media and the realm of image, architects – and us other players - 
need to take on this whole extended realm. Given how so much of architecture is 
ensnared in the business of spectacle, the ground is surely fertile with the 
promise of real rewards. 

 


